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A. Wacuum Induction

-- Crucible Cleaning and Prep.
-,:'old Cleaning and Prep.
-- Charge prep.-InT ot R emoval

Fissionable material v1ll enter the melting area
as either virgin uran1um •'bies. slugs, etc.) of
various -nrichment levels or of recycle alloy scrap
in the form of turrng.s., solid pieOe8 or compnc'bed
chips. Quant-ities will:be restricted tosafe levels
as determined from the re_'ereneed literature and will
vary with the particular einric1c-ento alloy and, shape,
Normally mass criteria are used in the establishment
of critical quantities to Ile mslted, occasionally,
voluma critrpia are used in addition to mass. ingots
which are cast are usuaally in a cylindrioaL form. and
range from a 3a dlag 12" long U-Al ingot containing
approx. I kg. U-275 to a 411 dia,. 18" long U'N-To
ing-ot cantaining !ý L&,. Uo-235r, .

B, Air Induction

350 lbs, '"elt -- ,"rue. Prep. anO Cleaning
Ir~duci on. ep -- md Threp. and rl1eaning
" " [ • • • • -- charge Prepq

Air Induction melting is done in the scme area as
vacuum maltlgt, horev::r 9 , s ince both fturnaces use the
same power supply& only one may be in operationat any
time, The same type of materials will be melted in
the air furnaeo as in the vacuum furnace, all Inr:'ots
being tilt poured as op-osed to the vacuum Purnace
which cn be either tilt or bottom poured. The same
criteria as used above determine the maximum cuantity
of materfil to be melted at any particular time in
the air furnace,

C. Vacwim Are

"ur 3quipment consists of an ýTIC consumable or
non-consumable electrode Vacuum iro furnace with
maxim=m ingt capacity of 4,8" dia, x 18" length.
To date this furnace has been used only 'br development
work not involving, fissionabLe materials . However,
.in this furnace, tbh same crlteriaý as used in the
othbr mlting processes would be used to determine
maximnim quantities,
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2,, FABRICATI0IN

A. Forging
Elect.

Salt _ton Furnace
Bath ----- ý ý Hydraulie k_.

-- Further processing

Forging is done on a 300 ton vertical hydraulic press*,
Material to be fbrged is usually pre-heated in either a salt
bath or an electric fuzrnace (see section under heating for details)
ad1oining the pressa Forging- temperature will vary from 11000 F-
1260°F f or uranium and its alloys. The entering material is
normally in *the form of a cylindrical ingot varying in si ze from
300 lbs.. 7" dia. ingots of low enrichment (2%) to 10 lb&., 3"
dia, ingots .of higher enrichmentsi The forged product'is usually
in the shape of a slab suitable for rolling. Slab dimensions will
range from 2". thick x 5" wide x 32" lorn to 1 1/4" thick x 3 3/8"
wide x 18" long*

B.. Rolling

1. Hot rolling

Elect,,

AreaJ/l I8 x. 22Func
Rolling inill

Two areas have been set rside for T-ot rolling of special
Nuclear material. Pach consists of a rolling mill and a furnaceo
i.iaterial to be hot rolled is normall'y in the form of Slabs which

are broken down on our 18 x 22 mill and further reduced on our
9 x 12 mill. Hot rolling consists of alternately heating and
rollinig the material until a desired thickness is obtained° As
the piece elongates during rolling it is sometime necessary that
it be sheared in order to fit into the furnace. ¶Jinimum thickness
of material which has been hot rolled is usually 1l00y" while the
maximum length reaches approxa 6 ft. Average lot sizes contain
approx. 3 kg, U-235 for intermediate and low enrichments and
lesser quantities for the higher enrichmentsP

Area#2 9 x 2 Elect.
Conveyor

Rolling `!ill " Urnace



2, Cold Rolling
krea#l

Purn. Roll ý'Sll

Cold rolling is usually a finishing process to roll
material to a very small t olerance. The procedure is t o roll
a certain reduction, anneal the rolled stock and roll to
finish ýsize0 We normally use. either of our two cold rolling
mills depending on the desired thickness of our finished
product. The four high mill is used for rolling foil to very
low thickness and produces material which is coiled, The 8
x 8 mill is used for slightly heavier material and produces
product in the form of strip or plate which is not coiled.
The s ame average lot sizes are used as in the hot rolling
operations.

C. Swag Ing

Swager I Swager Swager Swager

Material to be swaged is in the form of rods which
are fully clad.. usually with zirconium. The rods are reduced
in diameter through a series of dies to the final desired size.
After final swaging, the rods are sometimes quite long (25-
30 ft.) andm-e usually cut to a smaller size, Lot sizes will
average 5 kg. U-235 for material of intermediate enrichment 0

D. Drawing

Tube drawing is done on our drawboard as a part of certain
fabrication techniques, Material which is drawn is usually in
the form of fully clad alloy tubes, The procedure involves
drawing each tube over a series of plugs which are successively
smaller until the final desired size is reached. A wax type
lubricant is ordinarily used. Average lot sizes are on the
order of 2 kg. U-235.
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3, CUTTING

A. Lathe Turning

LahLa the a

athe Lathe: _, T..athe 1

Material to be machined on a lathe is normally in the
form of cast ingots, tubes, or slugs. The operation usually
involves the removal of material from the diameters and possibly
the shaping of the ends. The lathe turnings which are
generated are retained in 1 gal. pails under fuel oil, a max°
of 350 gms. U-235 pei pail. The scrap container travels with
the machined stock to the weigh station to determine the extent
of the machining losses, The scrap is thensent tothe
storage area while the material proceeds to the next operation.
Lot sizes will vary from i-5 kg. 7-235 for high and intermediate
enrichments with higher quantities for lower enrichments.

IB M"B llng Mill
1 ~tll ch

-.__jt-~--
.Fll l

Millril V'Ich.
The criticality criteria for cure milling section are

essentially the same as for our lethese Most of our milling
procedures involve tfhe removal of surface defects f rom forged
slabs to provide a better rolling surface, The chips which are
generated are stored in one gal. pails under fuel oil, a max 0
of 350 gms, U-235 per pail, When the maximum amount per pail
is reached, the pail is sent to the storage area,

C. Shearing

Squaring ligator
ja r Shear

Oiw shearing equipment consists of a 6 ft0 squaring shear
and an alligator shear. The squaring shear is used mainly to
out sheet or plate to f inish dimensions rhile the alligator
shear is used to cut scrap Into small pieces for remelting,
The lot size of' material to be sheared usually varies from
2-5 kg. U-235. Small pieces which are cut for remeltIng are
placed in steel pails fc- storage until required for processing.
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D, Sawing

Hacks aw Hacks aw

Sawing is done on either of two mechanical hacksaws.
Material to be sawed is usually in the f orm of ingots to be
cropped or rod to be cut into smaller length pieces. A water
soluble wax is ordinarily used as lubricant in all cutting
operations. In addition to saw chips, scrap is produced in
the form of end croppings. Saw chips are retained in pails
under # 2 fuel oil, max. 350 gin. U-235 per pail. End croppings
are also stored in pails.

4, HEATING

A. Vacuum Annealing

Special Nuclear material is annealed ina Westinghouse
vertical pit furnace with a 14" diameter by 10 ft. long retort,
The material is usually susper•id from fixtures inside the
retort while being annealed. Annealing temp ratures range
from 8000C to I025°OC While being . the material is
usually in the form of plates,, rods. or cast ingots,

Lot sizes of material to be annealed will vary withthe
shape and enrichment of the stock but will usually range
from 3-R kBg U-235.

B, Electric Furnaces

Electric furnaces are normally used in conjunction with
a hot rollinp mill or the forge press. The material is heated
to a desired tempprature and either rolled or forged. The
lot sizes will be limited usually by the sizes of the furnace
rather than by criticality criteriao Furnace sizes are:

1. 18" x 12n x 36" to 1700OF

2. 32" x 24" x 60" to 17000F

3" 12" x 8"' x 12" to 1600OF

Average lot sizes are on the order of 2 kg, UT-2350
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CO Salt Bath

The salt bath is used to pre-heat material which is to be
forged. Its dimensions are - 6" x 122" x 51 with a maxc, tem4p.
of 17000 F. The usual bath composition is a mixture of lithium.
and potassizm carbonates, The limiting mass of U-235 which is
normally applicable to this operation is 2 kg.

Periodic cleaming of the salt bath as'ures removal of any
uranium-containing sludge which might be entrapped at the
bottom.

5, CLEANING

A. Pickling

Special Nuclear material is immersed in various acid
mixtures for different periods of time in order to remove
surface contaminants,, Te acids normally used are nitric,
sulf~i~'c, hydroohk.io., and hydroflucric. ' Material is usually
in.the shape of either plate,, rod, or Ingot,

Pickling is d6ne in an enclosed area containing 12.foot
PVC acid tanks and riiwe tanks. Solutinne are maintained under
strict controls to prevent a pos-ible accumuletion of
enriched material in the tank. Theenever a pre-Oetermined
maximum limit has rone into solu1ion ns calculated from
before and after weighings of the material, the solution is
sampled and transfered tn s storaae c',ntainer, The maximum
limit normally allowed to accumuiate inthe tancs is 50 gramB
U-1213 5,

B, Vapor Blast

Vapor blastinr- 4s dore only on material of low enrichment,
Its purpose is to remove heavy scale or oxide from forged
or rolled material by blasting with a mixture of rrit and
waterce A maximum nnnber of pieces is established from before
and after weighings to limit the amount of UJ-235 removed,
After this amount has been processed, the machine is
thoroughly cleaned and the water reservoir containing the
slurry transfered to a storage container. The norma! maxim=m
used for U-235 in solutions is 350 grams.

C, Detergent Cleaning

In addition to p ickling and vapor blasting, special
nuclear material is often cleaned with hot detergent, Normallyp
the material is immersed in a, detergent tankO scrubbed with
nylon brushesr. and wiped dry0  Since no material qoes Into

solutiong there is no problem of U-235 accumulation. The
amount of material in the tankat one time is, however,
limited usually to a maximma of 1 kg. U-235. -- . -
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60, OITUI

A, Welding and Brazing

Our welding operat1s usually involve the carring of
an ingot or billet which is to be extruded. The canning
components are assembled over the billet and heliare welded
after which they are evacuated and sealed off. No welding
is done on the bare uranium, Normal lot sizes of material to
be canned and welded will vary from 2-5 kg, U-235,.

Brazing operations would normally be limited to t he s ame
maximum quantities a• welding.

71 NON-,DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

A, X-ray and Fluoroscope

our X-ray equipment consists of a 250 KV V'estinghouse
unit which is used for detecting sub-surface defects and also
for locating core sections in fully clad material, The 1terial
which is x-rayed is usually In the ffbrm of tube, plate,, or.
rod, Lot sizes average 2-5 kg, U-235,

Be Ultra-sonie testing

Another method of locating internal flaws is by the use of
ultra-sonic techniques, Each piece is immersed in the medium,.
usually water, s nd scarned by a crystal. No more than one
piece is in the medium at any time, Flaws are picked up on
am oscilloscope which is mounted on the unit.. A lot size will
average 2-5 kg. U-235 with individual pietes containing less
thean 100 qps. U-235.

C. Dye Pentrant

To determine the presence or absence of minute surface
defects a dye penetrant test ic used. The material is
dipped in a tank containing a dye solution, sprayed with a
developero rinsed with water, and hot air dryed° An average

-lot size would be 500 gmso U-.Z5.



PRI1TCIPLES A7YJ OTLICIF! FOR "AITNTAINING 'UCLFAR .AFrTY

Nuclear Safety is the responsibility of the Criticality Control
officer and his staff, In order to assure complete safety in
inter-plant processing, strict control is exercised over all
movement of fissionable material, Every movement must be
cleared in advance with the Criticality Control monitor, He
has the authority to stop immediately any operation or handling
procedure which he feels may be potentially dangerous,

Prior to the beginning of work on any project involving
fissionable material, the criticaltly control officer will
contact representatives Crom Productions Fnginýering, and
Accountability to work out acceptable proceduresfor handling and
proces.ing. These procedures are then incorporated intoa
feasibility report which is submitted for AEC approval, ?Then
this approval is receivedg the material is released for
processinrg It is the reso, nslbility of the supervisory
personnel to seethat the limits established in the
feasibility report aresdhered to in production. At the same
time the Criticality control stsff monitors all operations to
assure that this is being done.

In addition to the physical contro.Ls used to prevent the
accumulation of a potential critical mass, a dministrqtive
controls are also used. All process sheets issued to the
production floor pertaining to work with special nuclear material
must first be approved by the criticality officer. This assures
that instructions to supervisory and floor personnel are in
accordance withthe acceptable limits as set forth in the
feasibility report,

In additbn, the Criticality control staff works very closely
with both Production control and Accountability. A cory of the
route card which accompanies the material a s it travels through
production is submitted to the Criticality of icer before it
enters the shop. Any discrepancies in the sequence of operation
which conflict withthe feasibility report or standard safety
procedures will be noted and resolved before any actual movement
or handling takes place. No material is moved or processed
without a route card and proper clearance from the Criticality
control section, Red route cards are used to distinguish
enriched material.
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Shipments of enriched material are scheduled by Production Control
after prior approval from both Criticality Control 6nd
Accountability. This insures the Droper packing of the material
and the issuance of the correct forms for shipment, oTo

enriched material is packed without the direct supervision of
Criticality control..

Receipt of special nuclear material is handled under the
supervision of Criticality control after being informed of
receipt by Accountability. The maintenance of the storage vaults
and areas in a safe condition is a direct responsibility of
Criticality control. No material is received in or issued out
without the prior knowledg:e and approval of Criticality and
Accountability,

The operation of greatest hazard, insofar as accidental criticality
is concerned, is the pickling of 4ecial nuclear material. In
this area a rigid administratim;e control is applied over the
entire operation from the makeup of the pickle solutions to the
disposal of the used acids, Fivery piece of material which
is pickled is weighed both beforr and after the operation to
determine the auantity which remains in solution. This weight
difference is assumed to be all uranium or the particular alloy
which is being pickled in computirng U-235 weight in solution.
When a pre-determined limiting amount of U-235 has gone into
solution as calculated from wei•;ht loss data. - the solution
is sampled and transfered to a polyetbylene carboy for s torage.
VIThen analytical results are received, carboys may be combined
in one 30 or 55 ial. polyethylene lined drum as long as the
amount of U-235 in the drum totals lest than I.0 grams0

In certain instancee pickle tanks have bren equipped with 1"
overflows leading to a 5" T.D. always safe container, This
limits the hei-ht of the solution to where it approaches an
infinite slab or always safe condition. This cannot always be
dbne, however, due to the size of the material being pickled.

REFEURPNCES: LA-2063, Tuclear Safety Guide, Callihan
LA-1623, Safety Tests for Melting and C-sting,

Oralloy, Hart
UA-1958, Critical Masses of Fissionable 'oetals as

Basic Nuclear Safety Data, Paxton and
Graves.


